Abode
PROJECT: Guest Room
(doubling as Study);
Palmetto Bluff
THE DESIGNER: Since 2011, Anne Hagerty Interiors has been proud to bring a
fresh look at interior design to coastal SC and GA. With our design office in Historic
Downtown Savannah, GA and Abode Fine Home Furnishings, a retail showroom in
Old Town Bluffton, SC, we are perfectly positioned to cater to the design needs of
the Lowcountry region. The firm provides a seamless process from concept phase
through installation on every project and we offer a full range of interior design
services tailored to each individual project. We are part of Coastal Living and
Southern Living’s exclusive Designer Network.

6 State of Mind Street, Bluffton, SC

843.815.3322
abodesc.com

PRO TIP: Guest Rooms are a great opportunity to have a multi purpose space
so you can maximize the usage of the space. A built-in daybed and bookshelves
create a cozy nook in this room. Sconce lighting is key to softening the space while
providing practical task lighting for reading. We used the same green/gray color
as the wall color for the built-ins to create a cohesive room. I love mixing textures –
velvet pillows, natural window shades, dark matte sconces, and metallic and organic
accessories are what makes the space interesting and dynamic. The homeowners
(and their four legged friends) can enjoy this space when they don’t have guests.

Donna Coudés
PROJECT: Den / Office
THE DESIGNER: My projects start with the practical aspects of
each room. How do you live in your home? What are your needs?
I scale the furniture to fit comfortably so there is a nice flow. It's
then I bring my fabrics, catalogues, paints, wood and metal
samples; in other words the fun begins! In essence YOU are
painting a canvas. What is your favorite pallet of colors? There is
always something you really like. It's that kind of excitement and
inspiration that creates the rest of the process.
THE ROOM: The first fifteen seconds you enter a room, will be
the impression you keep forever. That would be your focal point. A
area to design from or around. This particular DEN/OFFICE needed
to also have additional sleeping, thus a queen sleeper sofa. The
desk is around the corner. Since we had a large passageway
leading to/from the Living Room; we wanted a Wow factor. I seem
to attract clients that love color and I am so glad! Notice "she"
loves all the blues in the world? No greens here.

interiorsbydcoudes@gmail.com

PRO TIP: Trust what you love and have always loved. That's the
true you.

828.775.4399
interiorsbydonna.com

